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Inside Atria SeniorInside Atria Senior
Living's Covid-19Living's Covid-19
Response with AtriaResponse with Atria
CEO John MooreCEO John Moore

An article in Senior Housing News
explains how Atria Senior Living is
meeting the challenge of Covid-19.
The Louisville company has 220

communities across the U.S. and Canada including many in New York City. Atria's CEO
John Moore (photo) was interviewed for the article.

Atria partnered with many organizations to address multiple issues, explained Moore.
That included securing 17,000 Covid-19 testing kits from Mayo Clinic Laboratories to
test every company employee. Another partnership resulted in 1,000 one-gallon
foaming soap refills, 5,000 soap dispensers and 3,000 rolls of sanitizing wipes all
packaged under the Atria brand.

Atria had a more robust response at their NYC locations. That included providing N95
masks for local employees and their families, providing workers with masks for their
commutes, providing scrubs and shoes for workers during their shifts, and hiring
private ambulance companies to advocate for residents arriving at area hospitals.
Atria also partnered with Northwell Health for telehealth support. Learn more.

Fishman HelpingFishman Helping
Sarasota MemorialSarasota Memorial
Hospital Redesign &Hospital Redesign &
Expand KitchenExpand Kitchen

Fishman & Associates is working
with GMC Architects, Deangelis
Diamond Construction, and the
food service team at 800-bed
Sarasota Memorial Hospital to
redesign and expand the kitchen into a state-of-the art, room service style meal
delivery system for its patients, staff and visitors. The expansion will nearly double
the size of the current kitchen. Construction is scheduled to be completed in May
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2021.

Sarasota Memorial Hospital opened in 1925 with 32-beds at the cost of $40,000. The
hospital expanded to 100 beds following the Great Depression. The first kitchen and
dining room was added by 1946. Learn more about our kitchen design support of
healthcare clients. 

Covid-19 ProvidesCovid-19 Provides
Opportunity forOpportunity for
Reinventing SpaceReinventing Space
Versus Building NewVersus Building New

RLPS Architects in Lancaster, PA
explains in a posting on their
website how Covid-19 and aging
infrastructure provide opportunities
for the reinvention of senior living
communities. Reinvention is a

process of identifying new ideas and best practices that enhance how a space is being
used in an existing structure. Reinventing is less expensive than new construction.

The traditional dining room has already been evolving to feature more café and
bistro-style options. Another area that can be reinvented is designing smaller rooms
and wings to make them easier to isolate. Additional options include voice-activated
elevators, the use of antibacterial fabrics, and ultraviolet LEDs to help eliminate
contagions on surfaces or in the air and water. Learn more.
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